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TRANSCRIPT or vxozo
November 9, 1984

Hi.

Hey man. I like this place.

They're throwing money at us. '

Nhere'd 1* ::;u from?

A lot o£ traffic coming up?

Yeah. That's why I'n late.

Train still hare?

Are we going to meet the young lady?

Yeah. We can do that. Did you bring
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any drawings?
Which kind or drawings? Oh my drawings! Yeah, yeah, I
brought a bunch.

That's great, that's great.

So, tell me what‘: going on.

£xcitement,excitement.

Is it really?

Yeah, yeah. The general mood is like we're going, andwe're going last and there's just exuberance. You got
eooething to take eoae notee, I want to give you eone
'stut£.

Oh shit. Hang on, I'll get...

Here, I'll give you eomething here..

You got e pen as well?

would you rather have your own notebook

No, this is tine. Give me that paper and well. I think
things are accelerating. Boy. You know I was photographed
eh.

Yeah, Danny told me. ~ y I '
1He had e blue car, light blue late model, boxy looking

thing, I think a white top, ah license number DD
eooething. Three org guys.

Nhere'd it take plane?

 -/c. ~»
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Ah, on vart.hr, going on to the highwaji

Hn. You're not afraid of going by the complex or nothing.
then, huh? Y t

I'm not afraid or...why?

I just sort or ... you know.

No, but I'd like you to find out who they are. I want to
know the full license number, because they got me right
while I was turning, normally I can get it, but I was
right turning off, off of Vermont, and they were right
beside he and you know, these guys, there's three guys
in the car, er...one guy is kind or like a C250, used to
be a CESO, do they have ¢£$O 5:111?

Yeah.

what is it, the Estates?

The Estates guys, yeah.

he was sort or like an Estates guy, but he's probably a
CHO guy now. I've seen Sandy, is it Sandy Gomberg, one
or the Gombergs who is »a...used to handle dishes in
there...You know Randy?

No. I don't know him.

Ah, well he was a CHO rlunkie when I was inside!‘-';So he
spotted me on the street and then I saw he passed. me onto
this guy, and tI think he's a CHO guy. He's about 6 one,
6 two, reddish hair, lightish hair, a little lighter, a
little rudder than yours, I recall. I know him it I see
him. and uh, then, you know, a couple or miles, I don't
know how tar is the turn oft here? A couple or miles? A
mile from the organization? These assholes pull up along
side me and you know there's e blond guy, real, real
blonde hair... _

Right. - '

Driving. The guy beside him I think had dark hair, and
he had s funny little camera, just clicking away, so you
know I gave them something (ringer sign gesture) you
know (giggle) something.

I understand, I understand.

I wanted to use... I was thinking, you know the Flynn. YOU
know the shots they have or Flynn and Botrman, they look
so oninous...Anyway, but I want to get the suckers‘ names,
and I need to get the whole license number. CID*will run
s sake on the car, I want to get their names, they should
be around the org, somebody can just ask. Oh, did you
hear, somebody just spotted Armstrong. Or whatever they
do, get se names. .

‘I7 J if
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5°. what did they look like? _ L
The car? (yeah) It's a late model. Box-like car, light
blue bottom, white top, license plate 00 and then I think
there was perhaps I third 0 or another letter...

I'm sorry, light blue bottom and what?

And e white top. My recollection, you know...

And licence what? D0...

00 blank, something you know, three numbers, whatever...

OK. _

It should be around the organization, because it was all
org staffers, you know, it looked like it anyway, naybe
these guys can recruit some PIs that quick, maybe they're
surrounding and the place is cordoned off... but in any
case, these guys, I'd like to get the names and the
number, to run a make on it... simply because I happen to
be a Federal witness. And you don't fucking intimidate
guys like that, and so... the organization can be hit real
hard. The CID wants to make them, and I don't want my
life fucked around like that, so anyway...$o, that's why
I'd like it. Go ahead.

OK. You wanted data on some people...

Yeah.) _

OK. DH.

OK

0rives a red datsun, it's a dark red datsun. Last
five months he's been at RSI. Before that at ASI. Before
that he was at Oilman.

Yeah. Y

For about roughly eight months and he was doing pictures
stuff, sound stuff you know, and this is interesting...
about a month back he was in DC and word hasnit when he
was there he was speaking to the IRS. I §

y ; -
Yllh ; '

Then after that he was in Philadelphia and he spoke at an
event down in cw. -  

Ok, about a month ago?

oc a month ego, aha Philly aha flag after thet-
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OK, qOOd.}

OK?

Yep.

Wendell Reynolds and Steve Marlowe. They went on the RP?
almost a year ago, and they're at 6ilmans's.

They are still? I-s

ho. I don't know t:::. They were on the RP! at 6ilman':.
It's hard to trace guys on the RPF, because sometimes
they're just sort of, you know... _

Ah, are there personnel records? ‘

Haven't seen em. This is all just what people know.

Oh, ox. so... 1
I'm sure they have personnel records...  

No-one that we have any control of can look in computer
records and personnel transfers. Are they located. Do
you know the staff members' names, or no?

I don't have access to computers. we don't have access to
computers.

oh, you don't. OK. That's good to know, I thought you
had someone in there but that's fine. '

well, I mean we can get, not on a regular basis but we can
get snippets. _

Right

Ok. Also I want to tell you on this is coming from the
committee, they were real pleased with, ah, our exchanges.

4

Oh good. (laughs). OK.

So ah, they wanted me to give this information, and ah,
you know, I'll be taking stuff back and going over it
with them.

Yeah.

Great, so um LA FBI case.

Yeah. _ _  

The word has it is that the Church really wants to go to
town on this thing. Um, have you heard, the Church I
claims they got some evidence of judge tampering...
Right. '

  79
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...by the FBI and stuf‘ iike that. well now the latest
thing is that they're cal shocked cause a couple of FBI
agents go in and they stare at this Judge... the same one
that they claim they got the judge tampering' with, so
they think this is a Iurhter thing even on top of it...so
they just...

They stare at the judge? _
sfSupposedly. word hf: it that FBI guys go in 114 stare at

the judge trying to intimidate him or Someth::g. Anyway...
That seems like it would be their tip. That sounds like
Scientology horseshit. (laughs) You know. Alright now,
staring. .

So you got that?

Yeah.

Great. Now the Homer issue, suit, ah... They're fucking
laughing about this.

They laugh. '

Yeah, it's like a joke. well, first of all it's not
really on C of S lines.

Right.

, .But word, I mean like you know, its sort of like ASI is
handling it, so Awe don't really know, I mean like you
know, you hear the guys talking and like basically, the
suit, and what they're saying is its crazy and wild stuff.
The big thing is... this is the think, the inside think...
these guys are joking about this thing... that...the big
think is that he's real upset because they're suposedlyholding his daughter. well. they're laughing. the? some
back and. they're laughing, "Han, have you ever known
Homer to care anything about his daughter“, you know. He
doesn't cars about his daughtyer, he just left her, da da
da da da da. I mean that's the tone of this...the joke.

So,...I've seen this sort of thing before, you know, it
was like Tonja Burden, and I suppose Armstrong, and I
suppose anyone whose come out of the woodwork, it was
always that, that's a pretty standard thing, it was like
they would have probably ifeld in the beginning about
Flynn and the Tamimi thing. kind of like it's a joke,
they're igoing to handle it. we know all about you
assholes. we're going to get Flynn, we're seine 9° 00%
Homer. —

Yeah. well, it's slightly different here, because I say
they've got lots of people who know that he didn't take
care sf his daughter, and he wasn't eeneeened about her
thin. why is he concerned about her now... and there's no

END
IO. __
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way they're aelding her and...anyway that's, that's
information for "cu. Also they're talking about, they're
saying that 3 Juf ripped oi! a bunch of money, and then
when the suit aeetally gets served, and go to go to town
on it, and I mean they're saying we're going to get Homer,
you know. It‘: not going to look good tor' him, he's
going to be in trouble when the suit gets going. What
I'm trying to say is that the_ASI guys don't think this
is any big dee'.

Oh, they th:'a at‘: a big deal. But thin is the standard
way they a;§?caCn everything...they think initially
nothing‘: a big deal. I think that's pretty standard.

okay, great. ‘  

My opinion, I would, let me just think, when you talk-ab
out these people talking like that, who are we talking
about? k

I mean ASI guys come over and they just...

Who?

I don't know. I didn't hear. This cores tron the
Committee.

I see. It would be good to have sobe names. Sort or like
I understand they have some...

Let me note that down, you want soae naaee...see it-we can
get who'e_talking about the suit.

Right. when we're talking about these people, who are we
talking about. Rho are those people?

J who's talking about the Homer suit in ASI.

well, who is ASI? ‘who are these people? Give me en org
Board. tell me who» the opposition is, who knows what.
Where does Marc Yager tit in all this, you know, what is
the actual line or control,‘ who is in charge. ‘Cos
someone is. All right. You know, the people who are
talking about this suit were they in a position to be
dealing with the suit, or were they being told something
by  someone else who was just hyping them? who knows? or
maybe it is e weak suit. I think that everything that
has happened so tar or e long range ertect has hurt the
organization. oh, they win with the Bandeid philosophy,
but in the opong run I think they're going down to take e
bath. Anyhow...we'll push on. g
lo, I'll see what I can get on that.

Yep.
Ole. Any news Iron Michael? ,"“'-Q w

v \5| ~ _
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By the way, I'll never admit that anything comes from
Michael. including any complaints which I may have
drafted.

Why'e that?  

Zosause that's that's haw I've got to approach it.

OK.

Did they understand all unis.

I think so, yes. .

Jesus Christ. (Laughs)

on, I just lost something (dropped some paper on the
ground). I'll get it.

we need a rock I think, we need a rock to hold on to this.

Got it all, got it all, got it all.

When will we see the lady?

Oh, in a little bit, let me finish this up here. (Good).
Um, I want to go over what you went over with Danny
yesterday on those doc ideas. I saw Danny real briefly.
he handed me this thing and briefly told me he had a
little trouble yesterday and he said he went over some
doc deas.

the doc ideas were simply what we talked about, ah, let me
ask you...you guys write stuff, yours all writlrs to some
degree. People can draft the stuff. Um, it: just seems
like...the guts of ... you know there's three things
right,. there's personnel sand comm lines and. money.
That's about it. And organization's comm lines are of
various kinds, and I think that you can use the fact,
you know, realize what their comm lines are and plug
into then. That's all I was trying to convey, as far as
anything specific, I , I've given you the one thing
which I think is a fairly smart idea which is to use an
issue as an assessment. It would happen everywhere,
they could never tell, you know, if it was done right.
It would be in all the baskets and they could never tell.

Bo, whet would happen? ‘I mean...

Well, in that particular instance, if you had the I
organization divided up into, for lack of any other term,
cells, and you divided your people up so thlt fihIY'!O tbs.
they're the only one in the cell who knows that he's a
cell, end he contacts varics people and asks particular

B2. '
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questions. I assume they're all in the intelligence game
tc acne degree, so they're all actors. Right? I mean,
1"‘; that kind of a thing, and there's the other use to
which issues are put, there's an absolute frontal attach.
I mean, I got this issue, the one on me and the other
five, and I think it's important, because what happens
outside is that all of e sudden those people kind of
rally together. So _there .is ways that stuff that's
written can be used. The specifics of it, in a way, you
guys would have to work nut.

so. I guess an issue's put together, ah, like sfifl
assessment survey. . \

I tell you what, within the next 24 hours I'll give you an
idea. I'll write somettng. and we can just toss around
how it can be used. --

That would be great, that'd be great.

And once you've ...here's the way I potentially see it,
lets say that this woman did decide to back this thing,
and she figured that night as well do something with my
life, might as well get off the great rich fence and
grovel with the boys for a while, and what if the decided,
and she said well shit, I'm going to finance some of this.
well we could set up a press and we could produce issues,
and then we could set up a network, and ‘we could have
communication lines running outside the organisation.
And you could create a pool of information, just as an
immediate thing, we get ourselves, you guys get yourselves
an attorney and work out the exact legal things to be "
done. Oh, by the way, I spoke to Al Lipkin last night,
after I was photographed, I went down and saw him,
because we had talked and I had said to him it looks like,
just maybe, one or some of these guys are going to want
to talk to you, and he was, you know, to some degree
elated but they never say anything. I told, him at that
time, I said , in my opinion the organization at the top
is potentially very fanatic and people could get hurt.
If these people that I'm in touch with are brave enough
to stick their neck on the line and ‘say enough of the
bullshit, ok, so I said I's not saying that this is going
to happen, I'm not saying that there's going to bloodshed
but I think that you guys ought to be aware enough that
this is going down, or potentially it is, so that you've
already talks about safe houses, and rslocating and
renaming people, but I said well, I don§t know what can
be done, he keeps asking me, what can be done. I say I
don't know, but I think as an initial thing what makes
sense to me is that the people who are go ng to put
their names on that document.

The suit

0n that suit, see you in advance, bsoluol ll soon as
that happens they become federal witnesses,- and the
organization's not going to fuck with them. or it it does.

63 I  
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That's what Al said?

That's what I said, and he said, that's the best
protection, that they've got initially. He ‘said. ya
know, beyond that let's just keep in touch on a real
close basis, I called him last night after work ‘cause I
had some more thoughts, and: I called him again this
morning you know, I'm on the phone to the guy. fool
tight, and I don't know, but they're the best the
government‘: got to offer, you know, an: it the
government of the United States can't take on these
littlu assholes down there we're really in doe; kaka.

Got it. 0k, let's finish on the documents and then
get back to Al Lipton. Where were we on that.

On the documents? ' H

So I gave you att....

You gave me a whole bunch.

A whole bunch. And you looked at the typej:tyles and that
kind of stuff. Right? '

Yeah - _

You know how to ... “

You're not wired are you?

Ho. 1

0k. Hhat are our conversations, should it come down to it?

Hhat do you mean? .

what do we talk about. You're deposed. You walk out
there, and there's a PI hands you paper, saying Y°"'=l
deposed Jack, ‘and not only that, ~you're out of the
organization. and and what do you say in deposition.
well, Armstrong and I talked about this, and he had a
whole bunch of ideas about how to infiltrate the
communication lines and spread turmoil and disaster, you
know. what are we doing here? That's my turmoil and
disaster, you know! What are we doing here? That's my
question, before I tell you my ideas on documents.

Hell, what I got is basically loyalists gotta, we gotta
love we've got the suit coming up and I guess V0 hlld
each others lines to get stuff going.

Yeah, you do, and I think people should talk to LiPk1fl
and 1 gniax we shold make it as soon as possible to do
it, and I also think that... I've got I request into s
couple of attorneys new, who unfortunately can't
represent you guys, but I said well. "hot 13 3 =1" 01¢
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20.000 bucks up front. and they S811 they eould have no
idea coming up with a lawyer they're trying to find at
this time what lawyer makee eenwn, now maybe you guy:
have got one, seems like you haven't. as an important
aside, Dave 22:00:00 Jordan called up Hike Flynn today,
remember Dave Jordan called Danny a while back?

Yeah. i

Dave Jordan spoke to Mike, mentioned the name Dan Sherman,
and said that, at least Hike got, that Jordon thought Dan
was a double agent. Now, maybe Jordan doesn't know about,
doesn't know enough about what ic going on, maybe he is a
triple agent you know what I mean. who knowe what but in
any case, it seems like it Jordan ia talking about Dan,
perhaps eomething is going on. You know what I mean.
You guye ehould know that ie- going on. Row, maybe
Jordan‘: in your pocket, I don't know, I have no idea,
but I wanted to pass that on... y

Jordan'e not a loyaliet.

He'e not?

No, I don't know everybody but...

ox. so ae tar as the doc...tet me just say, eh, you and I
get together, we get together because I have a goal or
global aettlement. You have telt that the turmoil and
ebuaee and so on have gone on too long.. Hence we get
together and diecuee things. we have not discussed
anything about a destruction or the tech, or Scientology
ie bad, or anything like that. are we agreed?

Yeah

There'e a radio, that‘: a etate car (watching car paeeing
by.) So it seems to me that the use or the communication
lines, I don't know maybe you guye are uaing them; but it
seems to me that you don't have a way or, printing
anything to get an ieeue on the linee, ueed tor anything.
Right? I'm saying that I can do it. I can type those
goddam things and duplicate them and make them look
exactly the eame. You can't, you would 00% bl able $0
tell the difference. You know, maybe under e microecopa
you can tell the type tacee you know, thie one'e got a
little crack on the T and thie one doeen't. You'd be
able to tell that, and they will know, but that happene
to be, that only happene to be one little tiny piece at
it, you put out another iecue the next day tor a totally
ditterent purpose. You guye ere going to need to put out
ieeuee, when thie thing heppene, you got to inrorm the
crew. You ehould be preparing, right now, in my opinion.
goddam attidavite that I can be, that we can put into e
computer, and have run ott and ready to 90- I ¢l0 V?ifiI--
I write legal ehit. that'e why I want to know your beet
legal Iind, I'd like to talk to ‘OI. HlY9‘ Y°“':. ‘ta I
don't know. 0

 6&5
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Im'm not it, no.

ox. But I'd like to so we're really in sync on this
thing. same as the overall best mind. I have no
compulsion to..you know I'll talk to them through...
around a corner...I don't have to see anybody... but I
really want to know that we are in sync, and that we're
using a1l the resources that we can. I don't know. what
you've got. I'm telling you hhsically what I've got-
26:00:00 One thing I have got it mobility. ;?f;

we, we can put the c.s.w. together, we can handle
distribution. -

That's exactly the sort‘ ...the CSW is the greatest
weapon you guys got. You know, the csw about ~tha
situation with the PI's given" that someone is in a
position that they would be doing such a thing. I think.
you know how about if, I've got a letter that Eugene
Ingram works for L. Ron Hubbard, you know, OK. OK,
then you say, well let's say you guys have the
information somewhere that Breckett Dennieton, of the US
Attorney's office, felt that this whole thing was a set
up, and than you say, well we can't have that problem.
here's this letter out there saying that he works for
Hubbard, we can't endanger the source. He have to act.
So, therefore here's my proposal, and just the fact of
having that goddam proposal of some guy standing up and
saying I've got to defend source, you've got such
incriminating information in the CSH, you follow? Even
if they responded at all they're acknowledging that this
is, that's true.

so we put a letter together sayin' that...

I'm saying a csw and you keep your copy of the c$W-
They're goin to come around hunting, where the fuck is
it? Ah, shit, got rid of it all except you've made it
off the property and you've got it somewhere, type it off
the property and bring it in, never there's no problem
bringing stuff in. Right? You could bring stuff in, and
maybe you can't sit  at your desk and type it, I don't
know, I don't know the demographics and the geographies
and anything else in the place. bit it seems to me that
it's a much more high security deal than itlwae am I right?

Yeah, t little difficult, just. in qa=¢1flo'=h1flq= typed. -
typing, you're sitting typing, and typing things out... e

txactly...
...and someone walks in, "what's happening here?" what
are you going to say? .

but just maybe that sort of stuff can be done. issue!
could be created, stuff can 90 10- 5"‘: 1 I513 1'3 5°:
really saying create, incriminating ewidlooe of V0100
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there are no facts, you kncr. but just to write about
the speculation. I mean did you 2ncw' that, that Ingram
was retained by Lanska, Heller hr: Magnesson on behalf
or Hubbard?

I know that the attorneys hire. and pay, and run the PI's.

Right. And isn't that oft policy?

You gave ma this thing here, yeah.

Yeah, that's a goddanmed policy quota.
You see, but that's the whole thing where, you know, the
Pia are run by the attorneys, paid for, so the attorneys
are running them,. you know so, how can youyput out nl
iseua saying, you know, tire the‘ Pia because it's the
attorneys doing it...the attorneys aren't going to pay
any attention to the issue, you know what I mean, that
AH-

I know, I know, but you've got to simply say ‘Oh Fuck‘
this is OI! Policy now, we've got to get on source, and —1
source, that's the problem. You know you can, what are
they going to do? Oh no, you're or: source...I don't
know...I mean it could be to that degree that they have
such utter disregard tor policy now that anyone who says
this is or! policy is just laughed at. Maybe that's the
way it is, policy-fuck. We're the policy, asshole,
maybe they're that arrogant. that they don't give a
tiddler's tuck about source and all his tech, I don't
know. I don't know what the situation is inside, you
sae..you guys obviously have your hand on that pulse a
lot closer than I do. I only see that potentially there
is a tremendous use to which that, which the
communication ilines could be put. Anyway. 113'!
continue on, I don't know or I've lert you with...I tell
you...within a day, I'll drart something...

sea it you can draft something, and we'll go over it
again.

Good. Alright. But there is the one thing?‘ which I
think in advance or, you know within a day, just divide
up the group so...the organi:ation...so let'sI say you've
got J5, let: say ythat in the particular organization
that, they're...that they could possibly contact are 500
start. I don't know how many stat! there are, a
thousand? How many start?

More than a thousand. . ,

so they divide it up, and you say, well. I can get this
guy, this guy, this guy and this ‘guy and it seems
logical I'm working in LA org, so enererore I'm going to
go to LA Org start, I'm not going to lPPr°l°h 353 P¢°P1l-
Whereas, you .don't want ea anyway (leech) because
obviously they're not the one; you went to survey. nag
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you want to survc' at some levels down below in the
organization. ha: that is simply a means of surveying
without anyone, ;' rther words the issue is“ the source
of it and they can never tell where the issue came from.

We gotta to go with the PI thing too?

Hell, the PI is anoth...yeah, I think that something
should be done so that they can capitalize on getting
stuff. number ~=~ into writing, and numbe: two, possibly
unstablilil:,:~ the whole PI, attorney apparatus. I
passed onto Lllpkin yesterday to go after Peterson,
ehould go a;:er hi: with fucking tcoth and nails,
because Peterscn'sprobably been paid millions of dollars.
Oh, listen, let me give you some names, Ah shit, I don
't know if I brought them. Can you guys get amounts of

money to PI's. P -

That stuff... .

Can you get amounts of money to Peterson?

That stuff is in either in the attorney's offices or in the
legal area. Ah, ...may have access to that.

So, you don't have anyone who's in legal, per se. 0r high
enough in legal that can - a

Not real high up. I mean, I don't know, it's an area
we're going to have to look at.

well, how about finance records. we're talking about how
much was paid to Peterson. Hell, Peterson's virtually a
sole practitioner, so if ten million dollars was paid to
him, he didn't provide that much service in a year. He's
bleeding them. Following me?

Yeah.

Bo, what that means is a lot of people are being ,paid by
him. and than you can say, well, shit, and we can
isolate that two million was paid to Paterson and I
million paid to PI's. And if a million was paid to PI's
than you've got the fucking hottest lawsuit imaginable.
and check other names, you know,  what's his name,
Beltrante, this guy down in Florida, Mueller, ah, I got
e bunch of names from hike and they're in the car. But
in any case, you guys I assume that you guys knew the
names of the PI's. check the goddam finance_rscords, if
you have access. This is the sort of stuff- which you
need in order to put together the, the coup de gres...

Right, that's the sort of stuff we need for our suit.

But,  not only efor your suit, but to give to the various
people that are involved. So that they can, so that
they can keep an eye uut un ... what the ZUCK ll going
down. You know, so that  srecket Denniston, who is

I 9.?
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ihves:;uating Ingram, knows. If we can get anything on
Ifigrtt. anything on Petersen, anything on finance
rcccret. anything on names of other PI's and expend...
and ... disbursements to them, or anything on operation
“X”. ‘whatever that is, you know, what's going down, it's
all vital. Ah, again, (laughs) here's the thing...I at
the  idea from you, from talking to you and from talking
to Danny, in a sense your people have felt thoroughly
CChfid6hC that over the next couple of years, they could,
thrcuzh a process of attrition, take over.  

Yeth. and you know...

It just seems...

The guys at the top that are I.ghting, we don't want to
fight. we just want to run the organization peacefully.

Right. But, I don't know if that's realistic or not.
In other words I don't know where your people are placed.
Maybe they have some rule where no one gets above this
echelon, if they haven't come through the CHO ranks. I
don't know, if you've got people in the CMO. Maybe it's
the one place that, they just get a mind, and that's it,
the things fucked, you've got a fucked mind, *snd they're
unbreakable, I don't know. that's for you guys to
assess. sure would fucking like to know, and that's
why I'd like to Ispeak to your best legal mind and your
best mind. I mean, whoever...if you're the king pin and
I'm talking to him....then....

I'm not, I'm not on the committee. __

, .OK. I'd like to speak to someone who knows everything
(laughs). Otherwise... -

I will definately pass that along.

Good. so you've got it anyway, lthera.' Tell me more.
Did you have more on anyone else. Doug Hay.

Don't have Doug May yet.

OK. Anything else?

Yeah. The committee was interested in, you mentioned to
me a long time ago, you saw, like, the ... that you were
sort of like "the Meisner' of the Toronto raid, right?

Y..he '

Us file this suit. so whoever files it V111 left Of be
like the Meisner hare, again. ,Is that right?

wall. this .is a different ething. .8130 was pretty
adamant last night...did you qst the message from Dan,
about Mike's concern?  

toe
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Yeah.,‘ .

Right. The difference is this, Heisnar took cit. right?

Yeah. '

I took orr, Franks took err, Laurel took. oft. tirst
Nelson took oft, kayo took oft, ox? Everyone of those
people took off. we are all heisners. You guys are not,
because you hi:» it within your power to stay there.
You have it wi'L;: your power to simply say we are not
moving. Ii you guys get pushed around, hike‘:
recommendation wen do not leave, stay there. Say we are
the organization. and also it you want to from hora on
out set up a comnsnication line with me, so that it I’:
not called every £4 hours, then I know to get the Feds and
and get down on the tucking doorstep. .

I don't see any problem.

You don't see anything like that?

Not right now, no, not at all.

Hell, he sees a great deal ot risk. What it they do put
on e tap on our line, what it they do know something is
going down but he says, ultimately, it's no...see, I may,
I an more concerned about those guys than I am about my
own skin. Because I'm here, in part at least, because I
don't give a tuck anymore. You know. But I do kind or,
I am pissed or! with myself it I do something really
dense end get somebody hurt, you know: but I also think,
well, tuck, everyone's, made the choice they*ve made,
everyone's made the alignment they've  made,' everyone's
going ahead to a great degree with their head out ot the
sand on this thing, and I think that hoperully no-one
will get hurt. I do see that the organization has
accelerated the level of tanaticism with their' pledges
and with that kind ot...that's pretty scary literature.
It's £uckin', when you get these guys pledged with out
thought tor personal comfort or eatety, tor tuck's sake,
they're saying, I'm going to go, and I'm taking you with
me Jack. I mean that was a ranatic document. I gave
that to the Feds already, and I'm giving them the other...

Hhat did they say? Ihey thought it was fanatic, too?

Yeah, they thought it was fanatic, and --but they can't
do anything, but they are aware, they are aware. I drop
the name Jonestown and they say yeah, we don't want that.
they don't say, on, no, it'll never happen. You know
what I .mean. It takes ditrerent torms. Ihese guys are
too sohpisticated to try suicide ll fihi resolution to
their problems, I think, but they're not too
sophisticated to try and take out some people. Ihat'e
what I think anyway. alright.  
Do you have anything else tor me? A
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68 No. I think you've got it. The only other thing’ wag,
I ve_ spoken to Al Lipkin. He went: to meet as soon as
possible. You guys know my note from yesterday. That's
what Hike said. The next thing is I'm trying to...

J Which note? '"!

Q av

. e

g Q

, 16A ige two notes there. one  hae a bunch of questions.
L I 0V ~e= er my what is it you call it, a nhopping list.

J Righ-. Your questions are on the back. Y

CA Hy questions are on the back, yeah.

J How ouch pay to Ingram, by whom, what corps and indivi--
duals, when each payment_ made, how much for all other
PI's prior to BM takeover and following. The specifics
on this stuff.

GA Right. 0

J Now, cnce again, this is in attorneys‘ offices and...
maybe they can find out how much is paid to the

 attorneys.
40:00:00 GA That's how, that's how I analyse it. The money flow is

traceable. If they tall me...if they can say this much
is...I tell you what...You should find out all payments
made that went to attorneys, because I have,people who
can trace those bank accounts, and see where the dis-
bursements went from those accounts. You following me?'
and whether or not there is the amount of money in the
various client-trust accounts that there fucking well
should be. In other words, are those deposits being
made into his client trust account. Because every
attorney has to have a client trust account. and the
money has to go into that account, and Peterson did not
earn lo million dollars in fees in the last couple of
years. No attorney is worth that. Just nobody makes
then thousand bucks - ten million bucks a year. You
don't make that from a client. some superstar does, but41:00:00 not e guy who's lost them the Armstrong case and lost

 them case after case after case and has them driven in
-deeper than before. (looking at someone) what is in his
hand there? (shrugs shoulders) I don't know if it was a
camera or not. Anyway...

1

J fine. alright, so your analysis from e philosophical
viewpoint of transition after on took over ....

GA What happened, what happened at that point? What was it
like before and what happened then. and the reason for
that is, the guy has violated policy. He came in and
violated policy, and than find what the violations were.
Find the basic, philosophic differences betweeni whet
Scientology purported re be and whet the reality wes-
ano that e the sort of material which we'll use to put

40:00:00
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- *4"1 Iinto tht ,§ Edammed arfidnvzts. . 3" YOU guys have to
insist that  there is a iifferentiation between these
activities and the rolin,nn of Scientology; No longer
can the religion of Scientology hide I behind PI
activities being protected by the fuckin' freedom of
religion. That's nuts. and that'll destroy your
religion. That's what you have to convey; You see,
that's your viewpoint. Just the fact that you file I
lawsuit, even without as Hike explained in that
communication, right, be answered . those questions
pretty well, I think. Even without having that 'ype of
information, you can cause a lawsuit, cause» yourself to
not be driven out ct those buildings. You're it, they
can't fire you, they can't get rid of you, they can't do
it. And because your're saying you're it. and you're
saying I'm it, and the fact is they're not it. They've
got nothing on you, you've got a lot on them. have you
guys ever misspent money like that? Fuck no, you don't
have any. You guys are being paid a pauper's wage,
while those assholes are ripping it off. that's the
gist of the whole thing. Ah, policies are in violations
of. Just think of anything, anything you can think of.

Yeah, I ggot this one here. Using our professionals and
not outside agencies. See BPL 3.5.74. :"“

Right. Now for example. PC Folders. What does anyone
know about PC folders? Are they moved around? Someone
... was it you who called me a long time ego about pc
folders? .

oh, yeah, ages ago. _

You called me ... OK ... somebody knew something about
pc folders. I wish I had some time then, because it
would have been e very interesting event, whatever, you
had in mind. Ah, unfortunately I had to take off to
London right away and I couldn't delay. ' I wondered
whether or not in fact someone was trying to get me to
not go to London with the great carrot of the pc folders.
(laughs) But anyway, you know what I want ...

we've been over that one. Anyhow, people come to sign
various agreements da da da. OK.

Ihis is an important thing, you know. ll Niki 8814. 39!
example, the undated resignations of these Board members.
what does the board. You've got people, who are on the
Board, what do they know about what's going on? They're
the board members, they're the secular in charges, right?
well, they say the Board is not ecclesiastic. so are
they trying to say that the PIs are ecclesiastic
activities?  

I don't know.
I think X got the root.
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GA Hold on. uood.

CA Now, tell me about.r ":1: else you had to tell no about.
Or ehould we go?

J Why don't we ... what Line do you have to leave?

GA I don't have to leave ... Well, I'm going to have to
call my wife at some Hoznt it I'm not eble to qet back.
I don't know how for yn;'re driving, or it you have thil
thing set Up, or any'*:ag lbuflt it.

3 Yeah, we can go eee the girl ... for a while, eo why
don't we do that? 0

GA Yeah, it's a good idéu. And then?

J ite ’

GA That's a good plan. .

J She‘: at Sheraton Grand, downtown. So, we'll just zip on

GA Do you trust her?

J Yeah. I don't think we ehould get into real heavy etutt
with her. She wants to meet you and to eee you like, you
know, ...

GA Do you have a room number tor her?

J Yeah.
-

.—
,._.GA Can you give it to me, ‘cause I'll take my own car.

J Yeah, Center one.

GA And where is this?

J You just tollow me. 1

GA It'e right downtown, on what, titth, sixth, in that area?

J It‘: right next to the Bonaventure.

ca ox  -"
J So I'll just get on the ireeway.  

GA I have tot take a leak, where can I qo? Probably over
there. . _

J Yeeh, I'll weit tor you.

(Several linutee or no dialog)
GA How long have you got ‘til? _p?;

.*’~ ‘T?
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oh, about an hour : so.

OK. Let me ask you another couple of questions. How
much difficulty do the other people have getting out?

Because you see it's like you know my senior doesn't
know that I do this. You know what I mean? You gotta ...

No. thew much —~»»r:a like, you live oi! tte base, right?
(J= Yeah) Ha: ‘nth zrouble do the other jzople, the guys
I want to talk at ... _
You see they're all in the Sea org, you know. They have
you know ...

Right. so, here's the thing: we can create, you know,
they ehould come up with a cousin who is in the Marine
Corps in San Diego and just got in here from Illinois
and call them up and they can get a tuckin' couple days
otr, you know. You write a csw, a big flap, Joe is here
you know, don't worry, he's in ARC about Scientology or
however the bullshit way. You--there are csws to get or!
the base and we you arrange it actually have calls in.
This guy tracks him down. You can go, "Oh, piss" you
follow me and we can get oft tor alot of time and get e
couple or days or: or whatever. -

Actually go over all the strategy. I

Go over it and work some stuff out and piss oft into the
mountain snow tor a couple or days. You know, rent e
cabin somewhere and work it out or rent a hotel room
somewhere but spring someone. I think it has to happen
pretty soon, it we're talking about any kind or e
realistic ... V

Yeah, we're going to go.

Good. But I can work that sort of thing. You give me a
number, I can call up. I can play whatever role they
want. In tact, it won't even by my voice, it ‘will be
someone‘ else. - can track down your guy and create e tlap
at reception about where's Joe you know and I ‘want to
speak to Joe and no shit they rinally get Joe to the
phone and the whole story's all substantiated. In other
words, it doesn't have to come from him, it comes from
everyone else.

Oh, I see.

So you can spring him. they can say "oh shit‘ well you
better handle that PIS situation. You know, this is Joe
my cousin and you know my Aunt is really, she's been
slightly antago all these years. Someone has got e post
that these are people in or even an old buddy trom
seheel. oh uhiL, it's this guy he talked to my mother
end round out that I was out here and called Scientology,

'7
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he kn: : that I work tor Scientology. Fuckers tracked

‘ mo ctv". I gotta take some time of! otherwise it'll be
wier: You know what I mean? I gotta handle s
screaming PTS "A" situation.

 J That would be good. That would be good.

GA That‘: the kind or thing that I want wanna work out so
we can snend some time together with someone. You guys.

0'1 0.

‘s .‘ .a

‘I.n : C J

tn‘ we ought to.mutut_Iy trust each other. That's
;t's it these days. IL's_ fucking scarey. This

 his ' scare , ;u: at the same time it's been. t g is y I
euzully exciting up to now. nnd I would like it to go
faster. I'll follow you

J Let's meet in the lobby and 5+ ll go up together.

CA Alright. "

J Sheraton Grand. P‘

|‘ 'tGA Jrd and Grand? -

. J No, it's called the Sheraton ‘Grand., You ,£ollow me.
What I'm going to do is I'm going to to get on the
freeway here and get .onto the Pasadena/Harbor Freeway
and get or: at the tirst exit and then I'll go there.

' we'll go in the parking garage and it we get lost we'll
meet in the lobby.

GA OK. I'll follow you.

IND OF TAPE
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